
They will not be missed…
I was in conversation with another teacher and he happened to
say this about the current eighth grade class.  After today I
would agree on this for a few students with a wish that they
would grow up soon.  These students are the ones teachers have
in mind when they say they will never teach middle school. 
One of the eighth grade PE classes had a several students that
could fit this category.  They would not settle down and
listen to the rules of the game they were to play.  By the
time they finally got started, there was less than 15 minutes
left until I had to bring them back up to get changed.  Yes,
we were inside even though it was a fairly nice day outside-
the other two classes were outside and apparently there are
only two fields to play softball.  I can’t say, unfortunately,
that eight grade was the only issue.  One of the sixth grade
classes also drove me nuts.  It took awhile to start with them
as well, and it took a lot of time to rotate teams between
games as well.  Fortunately the other four classes went well
(6th, 8th, and two 7th).

What we played was scooter volleyball.  Two nets were set up
in the room downstairs (they call it the fitness room- apt
because they do that there as well, like aerobics they had to
do when I was there a couple of times last year).  The teams
sat on scooters (those squares on four wheels/castors you
plant your butt on) and played volleyball that way, using a
gator-skin ball probably because the court was so shallow and
the ceiling low.  Most volleyball rules applied, but some were
a little different like you could catch and throw the ball,
not just bump or set it.  It was also played in two-minute
games so the one team who was rotated out wouldn’t have to
wait long.

Well, that’s about it.  I should say I am fortunate there was
still another guy teacher there with me today to take over
most of the duties in the locker room.  When you think of a
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gym locker room you might think of a place that reeks of BO. 
You’d be half-right.  It reeks all right- of Axe and other
spray deodorant.  Either way, something to stay out of.  At
least it’s not like when I was in junior high when we had to
take showers.  Nude of course.  I think I would have to just
say no to subbing for PE if that were the case.  I guarantee I
would not bother with making sure they all took showers.  It’s
interesting to note that many of these schools still have the
showers, even if they are no longer used.  Well, used for
their intended purpose.  Some schools use them as storage.


